Alabama’s Longleaf Pine

The longleaf pine is Alabama’s state tree. The map below shows where the longleaf pine can be found across Alabama. Use the map and the word bank to answer the questions.

1. Longleaf pine forests do not only have trees; under the trees there is ___ ___ ___ ___.

2. In what areas of Alabama does the longleaf not grow? In the Black ___ ___ ___ ___ in part of the Cumberland Plateau, and in the Highland ___ ___.

3. Longleaf Pines grow in warm and ___ ___ ___ environments.

Word Bank
Rim grass dry Belt

4. Complete the drawing and color the longleaf pine.

Key: longleaf pines
no longleaf pines

THE LAND OF ALABAMA! Activity Sheets
Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!
1. Longleaf pine forests do not only have trees; under the trees there is **GRASS**.

2. In what areas of Alabama does the longleaf not grow? In the Black **BELT**, in part of the Cumberland Plateau, and in the Highland **RIM**.

3. Longleaf Pines grow in warm and **DRY** environments.

4. Complete the drawing and color the longleaf pine.
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Go to [archives.alabama.gov](http://archives.alabama.gov) for more information about Alabama!